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1. INTRODUCTION

Structural and mechanical vibrations are effectively reduced
by means of viscous dampers. These elements have proven
particularly useful in reducing system vibrations , caused by
shock or operational excitations. Viscodampers are today used in
many areas and these elements are more coming to be employed to
reduce deflections, resulting from shocks, nonoperating
abnormalites, or earthquake, in civil structures (as
spring-viscodamped filter of foundations), pipework systems,
tanks, damped double-floors and as the effective reduction of
operating shocks and vibrations, i.e. hammers, coal-mills,
printing machines, etc.

Having many technical advantages for application in pipework
systems, they are, at the same time, relatively cheap In
comparison to conventional snubbers. The snubbers are one-
directional elements, while piping motions are often space-
directional, several snubbers must be usually used to minimize
undesirable spatial motion, in comparison of one viscodamper,
which effectively absorbed motion in all six degrees of freedom,
with a practically same intensity, see fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: Viscodamper GERB operation Diagrams.

r 12 Mathematical model of a pipework, system
in case of a natural mode with equivalent stiffness

Figure /.? Mathematical model of a pipework system
in case or a natural mode with damping
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2 . APPLICATION OF VISCODAMPERS

Pipe-lines in power plants, for example, are exposed to
various dynamic loads. Operation related loads occur due to:

vibration excitation stemming from machine units connected to
the pipework or from,

fluid-dynamic influence (nonsteady operation, shocks due to
control and switching operations),

or as a result of vibrations stemming from damage or emergency
load cases due to:

earthquake,
plane crashes,
exposions,
pressure pulses due to pipe ruptures.

In the past, hydraulic or mechanical snubbers were used to
protect pipework from nonpermissible deflections, in cases of
high input velocities (shocks). At that time, these elements did
afford the best possible protection, but there are various
disadvantages involved in their use [1] .

(1) They cause high maintenance costs. In individual power
plants, costs of min. USD 500,- and more per snubber and year
must be reckoned with.

(2) They become active only in cases of high input velocites,
i.e. in the case of shocks, and do not become active for
operating vibrations.

(3) They operate only in one spatial direction.

(4) They often absorb shock-like pipework deflections too
inflexibly, causing degrees in the overall areability.

(5) Their purchase costs are high in comparison to other
solutions, depent to complicated construction and one direction
absorbtion.

(6) Their effectiveness is limited when the connecting points
are shifted out of their axial position due to setting of the
pipework and support systems.

(7) Very often replaces of oil and packing and following
controls of hydraulic snubbers and defects of mechanical
snubbers, which are not absolutely reliable, due their very
complicated function mechanism, aim to compensation by visco-
dampers, in many cases [1,2].
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The most important characteristics of viscodampers can be
summarized as follows [2].

(a) High restraining forces in cases of shock loading.

When high input velocities such as those occuring in
emergency load cases are involved, the pipework damper
develops high restraining forces. Nonpermissible
deflections of the pipework, e.g. due to earthquakes,
plane crashes or pressure pulses, are thus prevented,
and this results in lower loads for the pipework than is
the case with snubbers.

(b) Damping operating vibrations.

Pipework dampers increase the damping in pipework
systems. They not only act in emergency load cases, they
reduce operating vibrations as well.

(c) Response without clearance, dead time or minimum response
delay.

The damper piston is always in contact with the damping
medium, and thus the pipework damper can respond as a
support element without clearance, dead time and min.
response delay. The restraining force developed is a
direct function of the relative velocity between damper
piston and housing.

(d) Transition from an emergency load case to normal operation
without recovery time.

Pipework dampers also damp operating vibrations
immediately following an emergency load case since the
damper piston and the damping medium always remain in
contact.

(e) Permissibility of overloading the damper medium.

Even if the load data of the damping medium are
exceeded, the pipework damper is again ready for
operation following a brief regeneration period. It is
not necessary to replace the damper.

(f) Low retracting forces in cases of slow deflections.

Pipework deflections due to thermal expansion are not
impeded owing to the low displacement velocity.
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(g) Freedom from maintenance.

Pipework dampers are maintenance-free for a period of at
least 4 0 years since their structure is simple and the
damping medium resists aging for this space of time.

(h) The temperature overloading, up to standard 20 degrees
extend, is possible too, utilize the reserves in viscodamper
function and construction.

Viscodampers perform the tasks of hydraulic and mechanical
snubbers while remaining effective in all degrees of freedom of
movement, and they also offer the advantage of damping operating
vibrations, being maintenance-free and having a low purchase
cost.

The viscodampers are suitable restraints not only against
earthquake. Recent tests by ANCO [3] have shown that dampers can
also provide efficient protection of pipes against dynamic loads
due to "water hammering effects". Their performance is at least
as good as that of rigid struts and is much better, than having
no restraints at all.

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF VISCODAMPER APPLICATION

Standard construction of pipework damper consists of a
damper housing, the damping medium and damper piston, see fig. 2.

The damper piston, which is immersed in the damping medium,
is free to* move in all spatial directions up to the limitation
set by the damper housing, i.e. in standard types +/- 40 mm in
case of central piston position and in all spatial directions
too. The pipework damper can thus simultaneously damp axial and
radial deflections and moments of the system, for example pipe-
line. The damping forces come about as a result of shearing and
displacement in the damping medium. Depending on the application
requested, temperature-dependent damping media adapted to a
specific operating temperature or nearly temperature-independent
damping media can be used. Due to the nearly velocity-
proportional reaction forces involved, pipework dampers do not
bear any static loads.

The radiation stability of dampers liquid, for application
on NPPs primary areas, is also verified. It is also resistant to
atmospheric moisture, solvent vapours and steam. It is aggregates
do not react with atmospheric oxygen and do not evaporate easily.
Only major ingress of water, oil or other liquids has to be
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Fig. 2: Principal parts of GERB viscodamper, type VES.
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Fig. 3: GERB viscodampers delivery program.
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avoided under all circumstances. The viscous liquid is also
noncorrosive to the materials with which it comes in contacts,
and it is nontoxic.

The various types of GERB viscodamping program are shown on
fig. 3, where a different application possibilites according
standard controls and verifications are summarized.

The nominal load Fn of VES viscodamper type is the max.
permissible force at operating temperature under dynamic load. It
is specified in the data sheets for each viscodamper size and
applies as a space vector taking all degrees of freedom into
account. Nominal load may be simply defined as:

(a) proportional damping resistance, depends on relative velocity
between the damper piston and housing,

F = r x v, where r = proportionality factor, called damping
resistance [kNs/m],

v = relative velocity between damper
piston and housing [m/s].

(b) frequency depend equivalent stiffness proportional to the
dynamic displacement d,

F = C(f) x d, C(f) = frequency-depend equivalent stiffness
[kN/m] ,

d = dynamic displacement [m].

The most simple definition of type nominal load is equal to
or greater than dynamic load for all damped system load cases, or
alternatively, the damped system weight connected to the
viscodamper. The viscodamper load is depend on temperature,
frequency, i.e. velocity and displacement of dynamic motion, and
min. load value is quaranted by GERB for the defined temperature,
with range +0/-20 deg. C, see fig. 4.

The operation temperature, which is specified in delivery
conditions of each damper (with allowable extend), represents the
limit for TUV verified min. damping characteristics.

The real operation and in situ conditions for nominal load
fall under the temperature is more favourable than laboratory
test min. results. In this case, the GERB guarantee reserves of
nominal load values are utilized for each viscodamper. This ones,
it means the possibility of "viscodamper overloading", eliminated
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Fig. 4: Min. guaranted values of horizontal damping resistance
[kNs/m] and horizontal equivalent stiffness [kN/mm],
according TUV No. T08-84-01, Rev. 2, August 1992.
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very significantly the real decrease of nominal load-temperature
dependence. This reserves may be defined as:

(a) function load reserves of viscodamper. This effect may be
named as reserve in visco-liquid. For seismic energy
absorbtion, 1,7 x Fn reserve of nominal damped load may be
acceptable. It is necessary to note, no damage or loss of
operation ability of viscodamper is guaranted.

(b) piston position reserve of viscodamper.

- Each displacement of viscodamper piston from the central
position originated the increasing of nominal load values.

- Each compression of viscodamper piston to -the damper
liquid originated the increasing of nominal load values,
too.

All described reserves of viscodamper, summarized on fig. 5,
increase the operation load-temperature range for in situ
conditions [4] .

4. TEST PROGRAM OF VISCODAMPERS

The application of pipework dampers is wide, lot of
necessary tests and authorites licensing was provided in this
case, namely for NPPs installation.

A performance test by the German Technical Control Board
(the so-called TUV) has been conducted for VES type pipework
dampers. The test results permit pipework dampers to use as a
standard production components. For example in Siemens
catalogues, GERB dampers are fixed as a standard pipe-line
equipment.

The performance test of pipework supports was initially
regulated in German by Directive 3 5 of the Technical Control
Boards central office on nuclear technology at the Association of
German Technical Control Boards (the so-called VDTUV) from April
1983. This directive introduced the concept of standard
production components. Standartized components are characterized
by their features being approved for use in power plants, in
particular nuclear power plants, if their suitability has been
demonstrated, they have been manufactured in accordance with a
quality assurance system and they have been controlled by the
local Technical Control Board. The test requirements are listed
in the Control Boards specification for performance-tested
nonintegral supports (mounting supports) for pipework and
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Fig. 5: Nominal load-temperature viscodamper GERB relations
with using of reserves (frequency range 5 - 2 0 Hz).
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components in the construction of power plants and other similar
facilites. Annex 4 contains special requirements and regulates
the testing program for viscoelastic vibration dampers. This
verification tests correspond also with German std. DIN 40 046,
part 35 (Environmental Testing Procedures for Electrical
Engineering).

Type VES pipework dampers fulfill all requirements of the
German Committee on Nuclear Technology (the so-called KTA) draft
KTA 3205.3 entitled "Component Support Structures with Nonlinear
Connections, Part 3, Standard Production Mounting Supports". The
radioactive stability of all components was verified and atested
too, for application in NPPs, of course.

Pipework dampers have performance test specification from
Swedish S. A., the test was conducted in accordance with criteria
similar to those of the German Technical Control Board. Pipework
dampers was also verified in USA, for application in this area,
testing program ANCO.

5. CONCLUSION

Viscodampers GERB are the ideal components for seismic
upgrading of flexible pipework systems of existing NPPs, type
WWER 440, namely in primary reactor part. There are cheap,
maintenance-free, simple and their installation minimize the
support forces to the structures. The quoted atests are
enclosured. The referencies from application on NPP VI Jaslovske
Bohunice upgrading are positiv, there are used also in Mochovce
NPP and Temelin 1000 MW NPP.
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